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Introduction

• Municipalities buy their power from Eskom through 11 different tariff options and
different rates

• This becomes a wholesale electricity cost to the Municipality which is used to determine
charges to their end customers.

• This large variety of tariffs significantly adds to the complexity for municipalities to
calculate their purchase costs and to determine their end-use tariffs .

• This may result in under-recovery on what they should pay Eskom and can add to
municipal debt.

• As part of the retail tariff plan submitted to NERSA in August 2014, Eskom
indicated its intention to make a submission to NERSA of rationalisation of
Municipality tariffs.

• NERSA has indicated support for the rationalisation and has requested Eskom to
investigate alternate options to be available to municipalities as a tariff class.

• The intent is therefore to treat municipalities as a tariff category on its own applicable to
municipal distributors.
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Introduction (2)

• Eskom is proposing to rationalise municipal tariffs by reducing the number of tariff options

• Eskom submitted its proposal to Nersa in November 2017

• Nersa published Eskom’s submission and a consultation paper on 6 June 2018 with the
following dates

• It is to be noted that Nersa published a version of the submission that included all municipal
impacts and names. Nersa made a decision not to publish the public version that Eskom
provided, where municipal names were removed.
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Summary of the submission

• All large power tariffs, urban and rural will be combined into a Megaflex structure version - called 

Municflex*

• The following municipal tariff versions will cease to exist

• Nightsave Urban Large and Small, Miniflex, Ruraflex, Nightsave Rural

• All small power tariffs, urban and rural will be combined into a Businessrate rate structure version 

- called Municrate*

• The following municipal tariff versions will cease to exist

• Landrate and Homepower

• The public lighting tariff will be retained

• The proposed rationalisation will result in a revenue shortfall

• Mainly due to the removal of the rural tariffs, which will require an upward price adjustment to all tariffs to

ensure revenue neutrality.

• Eskom does not propose this to be addressed in the RCA but rather through the Eskom annual price

increase adjustment (called ERTSA by Nersa)

• No volume response has been built in as this is not known and can only be substantiated after the fact.

Volume variance will therefore be dealt with on actual numbers in compliance to the MYPD rules

• The proposed restructuring is done comparing like for like i.e. based on existing tariffs and not through a new

total tariff restructuring and cost of supply study which would impact all tariffs – not just municipal tariffs

• Eskom will be submitting a tariff plan shortly with updated tariffs based on a new cost of supply, which will

affect all tariffs.

*the naming of the tariffs will be subject to Eskom obtaining the trademarks
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Key objectives for rationalising the tariffs 
applicable to municipalities

Providing three tariffs to simplify municipality tariffs in terms of the following tariff features:

 There will be one tariff for large power users.

 There will be one tariff for small power use.

 The current public lighting tariff will be retained.

 There will no longer be an urban/rural tariff differentiation for municipality tariffs.

Simplification of the sales and revenue forecasting process within both Eskom and municipalities:

 The rationalised tariffs simplify the process of determining the purchase cost for

municipalities.

 Eskom also benefits in terms of its sales and revenue forecasting process, as there will be

fewer tariff variations for municipalities.

Tariff signals will be retained by:

 the Megaflex tariff structure and rates and time-of-use pricing signals for large power users;

and

 the Businessrate tariff structure and rates for small power users.

Compliance with Nersa requirements:

 This proposal is aligned with Nersa’s objective of simplifying municipality tariffs.
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The proposed changes (1)

The rationalisation of Municipality tariffs submission to NERSA contains the

following proposals:

1. The number of tariff options available to municipalities will be reduced to 3 tariffs

options as follows:

a) All existing municipal points of delivery currently allocated to the existing municipal tariffs

shall be reallocated to either of the two proposed tariff options based on their existing

tariff and supply size.

b) The Megaflex, Miniflex, Nightsave Urban Small and Nightsave Urban Large, Ruraflex,

Nightsave Rural shall be combined into one tariff to be called “Municflex” for all

municipality large power use points of delivery.

• The Municflex tariff option shall have the same tariff characteristics as the predecessor local

authority Megaflex tariff in terms of tariff structure and rates, with the exception that the tariff shall

be now be applicable to points of delivery with an NMD of 25kVA and above.

c) The Businessrate, Landrate and Homepower tariff options shall be combined into one

tariff to be called “Municrate” for all municipality small power use points of delivery.

• The Municrate tariff shall have the same tariff characteristics as the predecessor local authority

Businessrate tariff structure and rates.

d) Public Lighting tariff to remain as a non-metered tariff for existing public lighting supplies.
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The proposed changes (2)

2. There shall no longer be a urban/ rural differentiation for municipality points of

delivery

2. As is currently the practice, once the initial reallocation to the new municipal

tariffs has been completed, municipal points of delivery between 25 kVA and

100 kVA will continue to have a choice to be on the Municflex and Municrate

tariffs subject to the payment of the applicable conversion charges.

3. Any revenue impact resulting from the municipality tariff rationalisation will be

recovered through the annual price adjustment.

4. Policies: All Municflex and Municrate customers shall be subject to the existing

policies relating to urban customers and any other applicable policies for similar-

size customers.
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Tariff reallocations
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 Standard

   

Urban Large and Small

Rural

Existing Municipal tariff versions                  Proposed tariff versions

structure (Municrate)

structure (Municflex)



Why is public lighting tariff excluded from the 
scope?

• Public lighting tariff is a non-metered electricity tariff for public lighting or
similar supplies in Urban areas where Eskom provides a supply for, and if
applicable maintains, any street light or similar public lighting and where, the
charge for the supply and service is fixed based on the number of lights and
light fixtures. This tariff is applicable only in Eskom-designated urban areas.

• No change is proposed to this tariff

• Any changes to the rates will be dealt with through future Eskom’s tariff

restructuring plan using an updated cost of supply study
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Tariff design/allocation assumptions

1. A revenue simulation was done assuming that all local authority large power
points of delivery will be allocated to Megaflex and all small power points of
delivery (excluding Public lighting) will be allocated to Businessrate.

2. The revenue impacts from the tariff conversion assumptions were based on the
2017/18 budget volumes.

3. The tariff change is per point of delivery (PoD) and not per customer account.

4. The assumptions exclude:

 Possibilities of customers changing consumption patterns as this is not known and

cannot be therefore quantified; and

 Possibility of the tariff improving bad debt.

5. The Non-local authority tariffs remain the same.
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Total revenue impact (based on 2017/18 forecast and 
Rand values)
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Municflex (as per the submission in 2017/18 
Rand values)
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Municrate (as per the submission in 2017/18 
Rand values)
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Financial implications

• The revenue impacts from the tariff reallocation assumptions was based on the 2017/18 budgeted sales which

is more realistic view of sales volumes.

• There is an estimated revenue difference of -Rm 463 and this will require an upward price adjustment to all tariffs

to ensure revenue neutrality. Eskom does not propose this to be addressed in the RCA

• No volume response has been built in as this is not known and can only be substantiated after the fact. Volume

variance will therefore be dealt with on actual numbers and in complication to the MYPD rules

• Urban Municipality tariffs

• Depending on load factor (LF) and size of supply, the customer can save or pay more in any of these tariff options.

• .Rural Municipality tariffs

• Rural tariffs are more expensive than urban tariffs due to higher costs of supplying rural customers. However, this

classification of rural to Municipalities causes dissatisfaction and disputes.

• The removal of rural tariff categorisation for Municipality tariffs will in most cases result in an initial benefit, except

for those with very low load factors – high NMD and low consumption - this is due to the higher network charges

on Megaflex. Will need to evaluate if NMDs are incorrect

• SPU tariffs

• Businessrate tariff is more cost reflective and includes fixed charges

• Low consumption PODs on Homepower tariffs will see an increase, as the benefit previously realised through the

low rate on IBT tariff will fall away.

• It is advised that the models provided are used to assess the overall impact on the municipality - look at all the

effected points of delivery, as for some tariffs the effect may be a negative impact and for other a positive

impact.
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Tariff impact models

• Eskom will provide a summary of the impact for each municipality so they can effectively 
engage with the submission.

• Eskom has also developed a model, where actual consumption data can be used. This model 
is updated with 2018/19 tariffs

• The large power version (COMPARISON MODEL MUNICFLEX 2018/19)  is as follows

• Select existing tariff, voltage, Transmission zone and size of supply

• Insert NMD/UC and then chargeable demand, reactive energy and kWh consumption in peak, 
standard and off-peak periods, per month
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Tariff impact models

Model provides a comparison worksheet
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Tariff impact models

Small power version (COMPARISON MODEL MUNICRATE 2018_19)

• Select existing tariff and supply size

• Insert monthly consumption

• Comparison worksheets provided
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Implementation issues

• Implementation date: 1 July 2019, subject to Nersa approval and may be subject to 
Eskom’s proposed tariff restructuring plan 2019/20 still to be submitted to Nersa

• Contracting

• Existing contracts will not be amended

• Eskom’s schedule of standard prices (referenced in all contracts) shall include the
cessation of the tariffs that fall away as a Nersa approved amendment.

• All customers initially moved to the proposed tariffs shall be regarded to have been moved
to the successor tariff as per Eskom’s schedule of standard prices. The move is NOT a
tariff conversion.

• Notices shall be completed for all customers allocated to the proposed tariffs

• New customer agreements shall reference the new tariffs.

• Customer readiness and customer impact assessment tools

• Because the Eskom submission was in 2017, the rates shown in the submission are still in
2017/18 Rand values. Eskom has also developed 2 models for your use, where you can
input actual consumption data to assess the impact in 2018/19 Rand values
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Thank you


